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Ten Lessons for a Post-Pandemic World by Fareed Zakaria

Lenin once said, “There are decades when nothing happens

and weeks when decades happen.” This is one of those times

when history has sped up. CNN host

and best-selling author Fareed Zakaria

helps readers to understand the nature

of a post-pandemic world: the political,

social, technological, and economic

impacts that may take years to unfold.

In the form of ten straightforward

“lessons,” covering topics from

globalization and threat-preparedness to

inequality and technological

advancement, Zakaria creates a structure for readers to begin

thinking beyond the immediate impacts of COVID-19. Ten

Lessons for a Post-Pandemic World speaks to past, present,

and future, and, while urgent and timely, is sure to become

an enduring staple.
(A Goodreads review)

Dear readers,

This past quarter has been an eventful and tumultuous

one for the movement and the nations,

especially in Asia and India. The deadly

coronavirus returned with a vengeance and

claimed several club members in its wake.

Actual numbers are yet to be ascertained. We

mourn the loss of these leaders and express

our heartfelt condolences to their near and

dear ones. However, it is heartening to note

that despite the vulnerability factor that all of us face, the

spirit of Y’s Men has not dampened in the least and the pages

of this issue of YMI World are a testimony to that.

Club members across the globe have expressed their

solidarity with the movement in India through the global

programme, Heal the World, for which the Area and its several

Districts remain grateful. We highlight yet another initiative

of Y’s Men International, Week4Waste, which got a lot of

attention in several countries, especially in Europe, and saw

concerted and celebratory action.

The usual quota of historical narrations find their usual

space. ISD Historian Debbie Redmond pens a great piece of

the growth of the movement in east Asia. However, the

significance of that early growth could not be consolidated

owing to the then rapidly changing political scenario in China

and other parts of Asia. PIP Benson Wabule’s recounting of

how the International Council came into being and

transformed itself over the years to be relevant to the call of

the day over its 100 years of existence was started in the previous

issue. In this issue we carry the second part which brings us

up to speed until the Golden Jubilee Year in 1972 and the

crucial decisions taken then.

YEEP and STEP have got some rethinking and YEEP has

been replaced with something totally new – iGo – Internships

4 Global Outreach. One must say that this is welcome step

to reshape our mission in the light of the challenges that the

movement confronts, especially in the centenary year. Marilyn

Hamilton of Ottawa club (CAC Area) has been able to track

down several former students of STEP and YEEP and other

beneficiaries of YMI/YMCA grants. In this issue she profiles

one such alumnus. More profiles are due in the forthcoming

issues, which will give the readers an insight into the

movement’s role in moulding young leaders.

IPIP Jennifer Jones and PAP Ulrik Lauridsen share their

memories and take us to another aspect of our historical

significance – personal growth and fellowship in and through

the movement.

* * *

“Stay focused to stay alive” could be an adaptation of “stay

focused on not getting killed,” which is a line from a recent

TV serial. In this we can discern a clear and present danger of

the “hyperobjects” that Timothy Morton, philosopher and

ecologist, talked of in his 2013 book, Hyperobjects: Philosophy

and Ecology After the End of the World. Morton was talking of

“vast, unknowable things that are bigger than ourselves” — the

“nonhuman beings” that were “responsible for the next

moment in human history.” Being an ecologist he was

specifically referring to all the carbon in the atmosphere. But

in today’s context we can safely say that coronavirus would be

one “nonhuman being” that will shape our thinking and the

way we interact with each other for a long time to come. We

can never claim to have conquered its deathly grip much less

destroyed it. It is here, there and everywhere. It’s up to us

humans to alter our behavioural response to this nonhuman

being.

Stay safe, stay healthy.

Y’sly

Koshy Mathew

FROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELF
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The Past Year as IP
“When will we be back to normal again?” we ask each other.

The abnormal has almost become commonplace. While

the memories from our normal lives in clubs and activities

have just become memories when you think about it. The

club year that disappeared. Just think of the time we greeted

each other with a handshake or a hug.

It’s like we’ve been breathing for a whole year.  After the

first months, during the first wave of the fight against

coronavirus, we breathed a sigh of relief at a gentle reopening

with various restrictions. Back then many felt and thought

that now it was probably over. Soon we would be free. Meeting

activities were booked and planned, but that was not the

case. All the wrong things grew: infection rates, contact rates,

hospitalisation rates and death rates.

We heaved a sigh of relief as the first vaccine trucks rolled

through Europe.

We gasped in expectation. Now it was soon our turn to

give the joy of life the whole arm - with a blissful dot in the

upper arm. We gasped with impatience. Now we can go to

the cafe again. Now we can meet again in the club. It becomes

indescribably cosy for some, but all the while the death toll

around the globe is rising.

Have patience, you hear everywhere, a little more.

YMI did what was unthinkable. Ingenuity and

togetherness at a distance. The creativity flourished. Virtual

meetings were established and loneliness became a little less

burdensome. They got to know each other. Meeting activities

were held using computer screens. Some club activities were

suspended while others saw the light of day. The creativity

has been great and now we are gasping for a new club year,

where the new norm must be complied with, to keep the

infection at bay.

Should the club year 2020-21 just be put away? The year

when the IP was firmly chained to his office, where travel and

meeting activity were zero? No, no. YMI has not been on the

lazy side. From day one, we decided that the activity level

should be as high as possible at all levels. It has spawned a lot

of on screen meetings across the board. Over 100 meetings

have been held with the IP’s participation. Yes, we have

managed to keep the flag high and tell each other that even if

the coronavirus rages, we will continue all our activities to the

best of our ability.

The year has offered 93 new clubs in five different Areas.

We now have clubs in 73 countries. We have focused on

youth to make YMI more attractive to those who are needed

to continue in our movement. Before long, we will see a new

youth programme as a replacement for YEEP, which has long

since been on the wane. We have launched a new

communication channel system to better get messages and

news around to all users. We have planned to buy a building

in Geneva for IHQ with space for all employees. The PWA

Legacy Fund needs money to purchase this property. We must

now all hit the drums for this necessary project. We have run

the new project Week4Waste which has been a great success.

All committees have run

intensively with the tasks set.

What will our movement look

like in ten years? How can we

prepare for the future? To solve

this task, we have allied ourselves

with 180 Degrees Consulting,

which is a global organisation of

university students who work with

nonprofit organisations.

The Centenary Team is

working to celebrate the 100th anniversary with activities at

all levels.

In order to make the road shorter between international

level and club members and give all members the possibility

to follow the latest news in our movement, I have sent out IP

NEWS every month, which included coverage of programmes

from Emphasis Months, News from IHQ, IP’s greeting and

commentary and various features from club level: Tell a Good

Story. IP NEWS is published in 11 different languages and is

available on our official website.

Best Regards.

Jacob Kristensen, IP

Important Notice Regarding

Mailing of YMI World

Readers and club members may please note that
copies of YMI World published in 2020 after the
outbreak of coronavirus has not been accepted
by the postal authorities in India for overseas
readers following the suspension of many
international flights. The distribution team has
been advised to hold them back until further
notice.

Because of this one main reason coupled with the
non-availability of updated mailing addresses of
club members in India (to which Area the bulk of
copies are mailed), we are constrained to suspend
printing of copies to be mailed.

Hence, beginning with this issue YMI World will
be available only in PDF format until the situation
changes for the better.

The inconvenience is regretted.

Editor
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Dear Y’s Men and Women around the World,

As the incoming International President, I am deeply

honoured and privileged to address you through YMI World.

Before I provide a general outline of the IP plans for 2021/

2022, I would like to thank IP Jacob and IPIP Jennifer, IT

Philips and ISG Jose for

their outstanding

leadership and guidance

for the movement over

the last year.

It was one of the

most difficult years in the

history of our

movement, but we have

succeeded in keeping the

spirit of Y’s Men alive

across the world thanks

to the untiring efforts of

our members at all levels

of the organisation. I salute you all and thank you from the

bottom of my heart. 

I assume my year in office will continue to be filled with

big and small challenges. However, for the brave there are always

opportunities. Having a strong will and solidarity will give us

the strength to rise out of despair. Our efforts have been resilient

and will never stop to be. And it is encouraging for me to

know that most of the members of Y’s Men clubs share the

same dream. The dream is that our commitment, generosity,

and action of every member will propel our great movement

forward for another 100 years and beyond.

I put ‘growth’ as the top priority. I mean the growth of

membership, of the scale of programmes and of our financial

contribution. Enhancing visibility, generating awareness, and

building a solid brand are key elements that will secure YMI’s

next 100 years.

Given the rapidly increasing number of ageing members

and the negativity the current pandemic brings, we can say

YMI is at a crossroad now.

As incoming IP, I propose to leverage the Heal the World

initiative, a global initiative that envisions stronger international

engagement and organisational solidarity achieved through

cooperative and aligned projects at all levels addressing specific

needs, bringing relief and hope into a world ravaged by the

coronavirus.

As International President, I’d like to make three requests

to Y’s Men families.

We need to create an era of distinctive membership

growth. For this, Area leaders have shared certain target

numbers. We can say that the point is to aim high and putting

the utmost weight on achieving this.

The importance of the troika system has been driven home

again and again. We will keep building the troika system at all

levels of the movement.  Please make sure to meet each other

at least once a week, whether online or face-to-face. I truly

believe that by enhancing fun, fellowship and festivity in our

club life we can overcome our anxiety and strengthen the

mental health of our club members, and become resilient in

this unprecedented time.

I also ask for everyone’s enthusiasm for our movement.

I’d like to say to you all to find something to devote to. Learn

from friends, programmes, projects and find meaningful things

in YMI that can sustain your enthusiasm and interest and

make an effort to put them into practice at the forefront. As

these efforts accumulate, at some point we will have grown as

an individual and an organisation as well.

Lastly, please join the Heal the World platform to start

the journey together. Aren’t most of our members better off

than those who are sick on the streets, worry about meals,

and live day by day with such worries?

2022 is the centenary year of Y’s Men International. I

look forward to a year of fellowship, celebration, and most of

all, doing good in our community and around the world.

The whole world is fragmented due to the pandemic that

threatens the life of people everywhere. There are people

suffering and it is time for us to be with the world.  I have

chosen Y’s Men with the World as our theme for the year

with the slogan Heal the World with Love and Dignity. I

urge Y’s Men around the world to be prepared to journey

together to heal the world with love and compassion to make

this world a better place to live for everyone.

Dear fellow members, you have one year to build our

centennial dream and celebrate a movement that will endure

forever, not carved in granite or marble, but in the lives and

hearts of the generations to come. This is our time. It will not

come again. Let us grasp it. Let us celebrate it by reaching out

for the less privileged. All of you have been given so many

talents by God. And now you have this wonderful

opportunity to share them with others. Bring all your talents,

all your energies, all you have for a year and proclaim our

theme, ‘Y’s Men with the World’, to serve the world and

support humanity. 

With all good wishes for a challenging and fruitful year

that is aheadof us.

Y’sly,

A Year of Big and Small Challenges Lies Ahead

Kim Sang-chae

International President Elect 2020-21
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As we rapidly approach our centennial, it is important to

look towards the future of our organisation. May was

designated the Emphasis Month for Youth Involvement &

Activities, as well as Image Building & Branding.

There is a well-known saying: “Your brand is what other

people say about you when you’re not in the room.” What

do people say about your club today? As emotive creatures we

naturally develop feelings and form opinions.  We pay

particular attention to our connections and communications

with others. So, how you act within your club and how you

talk about it is extremely important.

Now, imagine what your club members say about their

club life experience. And what the people in the community

might say about your service activities. These are all components

in defining your club brand.  How many times have you said

that you “loved” a product or brand? Branding isn’t just about

a name or logo. It embodies the personality of the business; it

speaks volumes about who you are and where you are going.

It gives people a reason to join and a reason to stay.

If we think logically, youth and branding are both key to

what happens in the next 100 years of Y’s Men International.

Today’s young people are not just tomorrow’s Y’s Men leaders

but an undeniable driving force in the evolution of the

association. We are pleased to announce that May looks like

it will be an

exciting month for

the Y’s Youth. We

encourage you to

keep an eye on the

Youth section of

our website, now

being actively

developed.

We must

remember that in

building the YMI

brand we are

looking for a

formula to inspire

new, younger

adherents, while

also honouring the

current, older-

generation, club

member. Not a

simple task

obviously but not

one that is

insurmountable

with the right

Shaping the Future of YMI
cooperation, evaluation and planning. A first step is to motivate

the international spirit of the movement, to reengage interest

and pride in belonging to a global community without

detracting from local identity and the individualised work done

at home. From this renewed spirit can develop universal

concepts, messaging and action campaigns, like the recently

completed and successful Week4Waste initiative. Cross border

cooperation also means larger impact, as well as greater visibility,

bringing YMI closer to the international recognition outlined

in our vision statement. Our recent joint appeal with the

Global Fund to the U.S government is an example of the

power of strategic partnerships in boosting brand awareness.

To accompany the May Emphasis Month, IHQ has

produced a flyer highlighting five important considerations

which have been identified to assist in reaching our shared

objective to become a globally recognised service organisation

promoting cultural understanding and subsequently

brotherhood and world peace: Relevance, Flexibility,

Cooperation, Promotion & Outcome

The international leadership looks forward to developing

new common actions, like Week4Waste, both within and

without the new Heal the World construct, giving priority to

addressing new humanitarian needs in the COVID-19 setting.
Source: YMI Website

ON BRANDING YMION BRANDING YMION BRANDING YMION BRANDING YMION BRANDING YMI
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The International Council of Y’s Men International:
A Historical Perspective (Part 2)

PIP Benson Wabule, Kenya

This is the second of a three-part series of articles on the history of the International Council put together by PIP Benson Wabule

through reading Y’s Men International books, manuals, policies, pamphlets and minutes of the International Council. It was

originally published by him in the June 2017 edition of Past International Presidents’ Newsletter – Editor.

More changes in the YMI structure took

place especially in the years 1956 and 1957

when Past International President Gordon

Stow (IP 1954/1955) led a commission

which made far reaching recommend-

ations. The recommendations of the

commission (which became known as the

Stow Commission) were approved and

adopted by the 1958 International

Convention held in Santa Monica. The

International Constitution and By-Laws

of YMI were amended to accommodate

the changes whose main feature was the

creation of “Line” authority considered

to be the initial stages of the structure we

have today.

This “Line Authority” had four basic

features namely the club, the District, the

Region and the International. Overall

policy and authority resided in the

International Convention and the

International Board of Directors. Such

policy had to be implemented and could

be supplemented, but not contravened,

by Regional Conventions, Regional

Boards and District Councils.

Monumental Changes

The International Board acquired

accumulated and exercised considerable

authority and power over the affairs of

the International Association of Y’s Men’s

Clubs during the years 1959 to 1971. In

1972 the International Association of Y’s

Men’s Clubs was celebrating its 50th

(Golden) Anniversary. The structural and

administrative tectonic plates of the

Association were shifting and a

momentous milestone was being

witnessed when organisational and

constitutional recommendations were

presented to the International

Convention taking place in Athens, Ohio,

USA in 1972.

Incoming International President

Heinz Grabia from San Diego, California,

who had looked at the recommendations,

captured the mood of the delegates when

he made the following remarks: “A new

day dawns for Y’sdom”, ‘The future looks

bright”, “Rejoice, a new dynamic Y’sdom

is being born”. Yes, it was indeed a new

dawn for Y’sdom because a new

constitution unveiled at the convention

was ratified during the years 1972 to 1973.

This new constitution introduced

fundamental and far reaching changes in

the structure and organisation of the

International Association of Y’s Men’s

Clubs.

These changes are still being felt today.

They include the following: the

International Council (IC) was born and

replaced the International Board as the

legislative body of the organisation; the

IC would consist of five International

Executive Officers who would have no

vote. These were the International

President, International President Elect,

Immediate Past International President,

International Treasurer and International

Secretary General. In addition, the IC

would have 21 voting members who

would be elected Area representatives; each

member of Y’sdom would elect one of

its members to serve on the IC with

remaining seats being filled through

elections in Areas based on membership

strength; an increase or decrease in

membership would result in a

proportional increase or decrease in an

Area’s representation on the IC; Y’sdom’s

original four Areas were increased to seven

namely Africa, Asia, Canada, Europe,

Latin America- Caribbean, South Pacific

and USA; Each Area elected a Vice

President (later, in 1982, the title was

changed to “Area President”) who became

a member of the IC.

The 1972 IC also approved the use

of the name “Y’s

Men International”

(YMI) apart from the

c o n s t i t u t i o n a l

nomenclature of

“ In te rna t iona l

Association of Y’s

Men’s Clubs.” The

new IC took control of worldwide

planning and assumed the responsibility

of urging the entire organisation to carry

out its mission of service to mankind

through the YMCA. IHQ functions

were shifted from the US to Geneva.

IHQ Relocated

On 1st September 1973 Ingvar

Wallin became Secretary General based

in Geneva with responsibility over IHQ

operations while Jerry Heyl was

designated as Secretary General based in

the US with responsibility over the US

Development Programme known as the

GOLD Programme. The International

budget would be expressed in Swiss

Francs (CHF) and  the IC was given

powers to determine a uniform financial

share on a per capita basis that each

Region would pay in support of the

International Operating Budget with the

approval of a simple majority of the

Regions. The fiscal year was set by the IC

to be 1st July of one year to 30th June of

the following year.

Club membership was opened to

both men and women; no one was to

be denied membership because of race,

creed, colour, gender or national origin.

International Conventions would

continue to be held annually (this was

changed to biennial event in 1976) and

Area Conventions were to be held in odd

numbered years.

To be concluded in the next issue
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The Significance of the First Overseas
Y’s Men’s Club in Shanghai, China

PAP Debbie Redmond, ISD-Historian
With Christian Emphasis an important

part of the mission of the Young Men’s

Christian Association, a decision was

made to go to countries beyond their

own to help establish YMCAs to serve

the Christians within the community.

Young professional and student staff

from YMCAs in the United States and

Canada were sent to help establish and

train staff in these YMCAs.

Mission to China

It was in 1924 that a young YMCA

professional from the Nuuanu YMCA

in Hawaii was sent to work at the

Shanghai YMCA as a “Foreign

Secretary”. Since he spoke Chinese as

well as English, he had the added

advantage of being able to communicate

with members and staff. His name was

Ko Fung Lum, who had joined the

Nuuanu YMCA in Honolulu as a youth

and had been involved in a variety of

sports competitions prior to going into

the military for the First World War. K

F Lum was well-versed in both languages

and was eager to bring success to the

Shanghai YMCA. While working in

Shanghai, K F Lum was able to read the

popular YMCA magazine called

“Association Men” and found an ad in one

of the magazines talking about the

Toledo Y’s Men’s Club and how it had

been built utilising the Booster Members

(people that had donated over USD 100

to the YMCA). Taking that concept and

the inform-

ation from the

Asso-ciation

Men magazine,

Lum gathered

the ‘Boosters’

together and

formed the

Shanghai Y’s

Men’s Club.

That was how

a new club

was formed

outside of North America in 1924. Lum

would return to Honolulu, Hawaii the

following year and by 1926, founded the

first Y’s Men’s club in Hawaii.

This Shanghai club mainly consisted

of businessmen from within the

community. One of the charter mem-

bers was a gentleman by the name of

William Yinson Lee who was born in

Australia and educated by tutors (both

English and Chinese). He had heard

about the newly established Y’s Men’s

clubs while touring America in 1922 and

1923. This club worked hard to provide

needed services to the community. Their

first challenge was to raise funds in a

financial campaign for the Shanghai

YMCA in 1925. In 1926, they held a

fashion show that yielded over USD

10,000 which was used to establish a

free baby clinic for poor families. In one

year, that clinic was able to serve 250,000

children. Shanghai Y’s Men also

provided books for a boys’ library and

helped to entertain visitors to the city

from other countries. They established

two children’s public playgrounds as well

as support a community center. (Mr. Lee

was also a part of the Chinese Mission

to Lepers and helped build a hospital.)

Era of Uncertainty

The Shanghai Y’s Men Club had

been created in the Chinese YMCA in

Shanghai. There existed a Navy YMCA

as well as a YMCA called the

International YMCA which was started

in 1935 and lasted until 1948. In 1932,

Shanghai, as well as Nanking, were

bombed by the Japanese. The Y’s Men

of those two cities sent pleas to Y’s Men

International asking for help to resolve

the dispute between the countries. The

World Outlook Commi-ttee sent

telegrams to various leaders as well as Y’s

Men in China and Japan asking for peace

between the countries.

In 1937, the Japanese Army moved

into Shanghai. During a series of military

raids, the Shanghai YMCA was bombed,

and the free medical clinic established

by the Y’s Men’s club was destroyed. The

bombing was significant not only to the

YMCA but also the group of Shanghai

Y’s Men who were meeting to discuss the

type of relief they could provide to the

refugees that were fleeing into the city.

Shanghai Y's Men’s Baby Clinic, 1928

The 1926 Shanghai Y's Men’s fundraising fashion snow

William Yinson Lee

Continued overleaf
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“I am operating a small business, retailing and wholesaling

products made with shea butter which my husband and I

import from our partners in Northern Ghana: Women

producers of shea butter.

“I came to Canada in 1981, and Ottawa was my first home

in Canada.  I came to visit family friends and was fortunate to

have been given a year’s visitor’s visa. A few months after I

arrived there was a military coup in Ghana. With the turmoil

in Ghana, my family arranged for me to remain in Canada. I

was then enrolled into high school … and subsequently went

to Carleton University.”

In 1990, Gifty received the first grant from a fund

supporting needs of international students at Carleton

University, the George Jackson Fund, started by what is now

the Ottawa Y Service Club and the National Capital Region

YMCA-YWCA to honour a Y Service Club member who

had been an active Y leader for many years.

“The grant enabled me to set in motion my entrepreneurial

journey, and also allowed me to continue my studies at

Carleton. The assistance I got gave me hope, allowed me to

strive to succeed at my studies and to always do better. … . I

want to help others in the way that I was helped!”

Gifty began travel with her husband, who works

internationally, to her home village in Wa Upper West

region in Ghana. Village elders challenged her to provide

work and opportunity, rather than bringing various needed

items on visits. The women were making shea butter, which

Gifty saw was becoming popular in North American

markets.

“My work with the Tapko Widows Group has morphed

STAYING IN TOUCHSTAYING IN TOUCHSTAYING IN TOUCHSTAYING IN TOUCHSTAYING IN TOUCH

It was significant that the bombing occurred during this very

meeting of the Y’s Men and eight of the members were

wounded. William Yinson Lee was one of them. The free medical

clinic was completely destroyed. William Yinson Lee escaped

to Hong Kong and established a Y’s Men’s Club there and

went to Singapore where he established another club in 1941.

Lee, the Loyal Y’s Man

During the Second World War, the Shanghai Y’s Men

continued to meet although they had to be careful due to the

prevailing political struggles. In an interview in 1946, Mr. Lee

stated that his club was most proud of the fact that they were

able to establish the “Joint Committee for Service to Allied

A ‘Y’ Fund Beneficiary Pays It Forward
Marilyn Hamilton, Y Service Club of Ottawa, Canada

into work with women in

Kperisi Village. I use the

shea butter produced by the

women to make skincare

products which I market in

Canada, the United States

and the UK.

“We know that we have

improved the working

conditions of the women by

providing much needed

tools they use for

production. We’ve also

enabled them to have the

cash they need for school fees

and health care costs. These

were the two most

important issues they needed help with and we have addressed

that.”

“If there was one piece of advice you could give about

running a successful business, what would it be? Honesty

and a good sense of humour. Honesty allows me to accept

mistakes made in our business, it allows me to ask for help

when I need it, it allows me to be transparent in everything I

do. It also allows me to develop integrity and operate ALWAYS

from a place of integrity and with integrity.

“What do you day dream about? A better world; one

that shares in the wealth, one that shows people that we are

interdependent and need each other, one that respects the

environment, doesn’t take the gifts we are given for granted.”

Gifty Serbeh-Dunn with the tank in which

she melts shea butter for use in producing

creams and soap

Gifty Serbeh-Dunn from Vancouver, BC, Canada has been a fair trade entrepreneur since 2005, and operates the Shea Butter Market. She is former

student who benefitted from a fund set up by the Ottawa Club and the local Y, to benefit international students at Carleton University. Her work as a fair

trade entrepreneur expresses her caring for women in her native region in Ghana, and her wish to be environmentally responsible. She talked to

Marilyn Hamilton about her hopes and dreams.

Forces.” This group provided a “shopping mall” for servicemen

so they would not be victimised by “unscrupulous

shopkeepers.” They also provided entertainment for Allied

troops as did other Chinese Y’s Men groups. Mr. Lee was able

to come back to the United States for the 1946 International

Convention thanks to a couple of clubs in the Central Atlantic

Region. He would eventually be recognised by the United

States Congress and was granted American citizenship in 1951.

Mr. Lee was able to established the “Chinese-American

Association for Goodwill and Eyes Right, Incorporated.” The

two original founders of the Shanghai Y’s Men’s Club, K.F.

Lum and William Yinson Lee died in 1964 and 1965,

respectively, having devoted over 40 years to Y’s Men.

Continued from previous page
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Y’S MENETTESY’S MENETTESY’S MENETTESY’S MENETTESY’S MENETTES

We are creating an outdoor sports playground with gym

equipment in the grounds of the Regional Centre where

orphans and poor children are cared for. It will be a very

welcome community asset. Viktor Serbulov of YMCA

Ukraine is the Project Coordinator and has advised me

that finally at the end of April the sports equipment was

installed. The winter in Ukraine was a very cold one and

as in the rest of the world Covid has had a huge impact.

Half of Ukraine was in a red zone with very strict

quarantine restrictions and Zaporizhzhya still remains in

a red zone. Sadly, there has been fighting with the Russian

army in an area very close to Zaporizhzhya where we have

installed the equipment. Viktor has said the tension has

eased some, so we pray that it remains this way. The

children are now able to use the equipment which is great,

and it is very much appreciated in the uneasy situation

they are living in. The photos Viktor has sent me show

many very happy children and if you are in any doubt as

to whether the Y’s Menettes International Project is of

benefit or if it makes a difference, you only need to see

these happy faces.

I do know that some Y’s Menettes Clubs have already

made their donation to our fund and I wish to thank

you most sincerely. If you have not made a donation,

please consider it as we can and do make a difference.

The next and final stage of our project is to produce

promotional materials and provide training to the children

in the way to have a healthy lifestyle.
Joy McNamara

Y’s Menettes International

Project Coordinator 2018- 2022

Sports and Informal Education as Tools of Healthy Lifestyle Promotion among

Vulnerable Children in Zaporizhzhya, Ukraine – An Update Report of the Y’s Menettes’

International Project for 2020 -2022

Creating a Community Asset In Ukraine

“The happiness we bring to these vulnerable children makes it all well worth us supporting these Y’s Menettes International projects”

Some of the children from the Regional Centre
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I had no idea what the future held for me when I joined the

Adelaide club 24 years ago. Some time ago, my church had

worked with another local church to establish a new YMCA

in one of the local suburbs. The Y’s Men’s Club of Tea Tree

Gully, chartered in 1979, was meeting at this YMCA and

helped at many camps and fun runs for the YMCA. The

camp on Kangaroo Island was well-known for its simple

facilities, providing a unique experience for the children who

came. When the local YMCA branch was closed, the club

began meeting at the Adelaide YMCA, prompting the group

to change its name to the Y Service Club of Adelaide.

Many of the Brotherhood Fund delegates who came to

Australia, usually visited Adelaide and Russell (my husband)

and I hosted most of them over the years. This was a great way

to learn about and begin to understand the breadth and depth

of Y’s Men International.

Encouraged to Go Global

One of the BF delegates encouraged us to think about

attending the International Convention being held in Cochin

in India in 2004. That was another eye opener, where we met

YMI people from everywhere. After the convention, we spent

some time with our BF friends in Trivandrum, giving us a

“hands-on” experience of living in India. Maybe, not enough

is made of the opportunities offered by the BF programme to

club members.

We had a BF experience of our own when Russell was a

BF delegate to India in 2011. A busy three weeks was planned

and many families in Bangalore, Cochin and other towns in

Kerala hosted us. It was a fantastic time, and we were so grateful

for the wonderful hospitality and care we received. This trip

was topped off by attending the Area Convention where IP

Finn Pedersen was installed. BF travel leads club members to

a better understanding of the

challenges faced by others and

to an appreciation of the little

things we enjoy at home.

While travelling around

India, IT Philips took us to a

TOF Project, centred on

helping AIDs sufferers and

their families. It was great to see

first-hand, the medical work

dispensed, and the health

education given to the local

communities there. The boys

living in an orphanage nearby

touched our hearts, with their

bright shirts and smiling faces.

Russell and I have attended many conventions and

conferences in Australia, travelling to Victoria most of the

time and getting to know the local club members. We helped

organise several conventions including the one in 2007 when

the International Council met in Adelaide. Once again,

friendships were deepened through these opportunities.

In my role as Area President for the former South Pacific

Area, the world of YMI opened in other significant ways.

Other friendships developed over those years while working

side-by-side to strengthen our movement, helping us become

more relevant and visible. At the end of my term, I was involved

in helping Area South Pacific amalgamate with Area Asia when

the South Pacific Area became too small to operate on its

own.

A Quarter Century of Fellowship and Service
IPIP Jennifer Jones

Russell Jones and Jennifer in India,

June 2011, during a BF visit Continued overleaf

In a New Role

While International President-Elect I attended the India

RDE training in Bangalore, and following, that I was able to

visit many of the club projects in Kerala, shown around by

India AP V.A. Thankachan. It was satisfying to see at close

hand, the joy in the faces of those who received keys to their

new homes after devastating floods. Community service

becomes the visible link between clubs and those in need.

In my International President year, there were several ups

and downs. Despite the test results for cancer coming to me

during ICM, we still had a productive set of meetings which

were held at the Sendai YMCA. Some of our family came to

Japan for the IP installation – a special time for us all. Another

challenge came not long after my operation, with the passing

of IPE Poul-Henrik Hove Jacobsen – most unexpected and

sad. We were fortunate to find another good Danish man,

Jacob Kristensen, to fill Poul-Henrik’s shoes!

With family and friends after assuming the office of IP at Sendai in 2019. From

left to right: Matthew Jones (son), IP Jennifer Jones, Emma Jones

(granddaughter), Russell Jones (husband), Sandra Ballard (Ballarat club), and

Bill Schmidt (Kangaroo Flat club)

IN FIRST PERSONIN FIRST PERSONIN FIRST PERSONIN FIRST PERSONIN FIRST PERSON
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The RDE Summit in Toledo turned

out to be a joyous occasion – YMI’s first

such event – with about 100 leaders

from all Areas attending. I felt so blessed

to be able to travel then and take part

with the other IEOs and leaders.

Challenge 22 has become such an

important strategy for YMI, and this

event helped to cement the ideology into

YMI activities and policies. Having ISG

Jose Varghese come to us as Secretary

General from years of working in the

YMCA, has been an important turning

point for the movement, providing much

direction, insight and inspiration to us

all.

New Year 2020 had Russell and I

in Los Angeles to attend the Rose Bowl

and the IP Dinner. Hosting at local

homes helped to showcase the work of

the local clubs and the enthusiasm and

dedication of those involved. At the IP

Dinner, I was privileged to meet in

person some of the past leaders whose

names I had known for a long time and

had not met before. MYM was held in

Bendigo, Australia in February that

same year, and we were grateful for the

timing as the world began to shut their

borders in mid-March. I enjoyed it very

much, showcasing the historic and

dedicated clubs and colourful club

members in Region Australia to the

visiting IEOs.

Zoom Platform a Blessing

The use of Zoom platforms in the

past year has helped YMI to grow

together more cohesively as leaders join

Continued from previous page

In 1998 I attended the International

convention in Helsinki and on the last

day I was looking at a stand with photos

from India. Then a young man came and

started cleaning the board. I asked him

where he was from. “India,” he said.

“Where in India?” He looked at me

and said, “Kerala.”

 “Where in Kerala?” He thought I

was crazy and then he answered,

“Calicut.”

I told him I had been in Calicut long

time back.

“Oh,” he said, “when I was eight years

old we had some visitors  at the YMCA,

a youth party. A couple from Europe

taught us some songs and were playing

with us.” I mentioned some of the songs

we usually sing at parties and when I sang:

“If you are happy and you know it, clap

your hands” he said: “That’s it!”

My India Pepper  Friend
PAP & ISD Ulrik Lauridsen, Denmark

His name was Biju Jacob and his dad

was the secretary for the local Y’s Men’s

club. Two years later, I was in Goa and

then we went to Calicut for a visit and

stayed with his parents. In 2004, after the

International Convention in Cochin I

brought my Danish group to Calicut

where we were

accommodated

at Y’s Men’s

friends. We

went to

Kappad, the

place where

Va s c o - d a -

Gama and his

men landed

over 500 years back and visited a traditional

ship-building yard and enjoyed the

fellowship of Calicut Y’s Men.

A few years later I went to Calicut

again and later when I was in India Biju

came to visit me in Delhi and Mumbai.

His father owns a spice store and every

time Biju came to meet me he gives me

a few kilograms of pepper. He got married

later and has a wonderful daughter. For

me Biju is my Indian pepper friend.

The writer with the little one of Biju Jacob

At the Rose Bowl Parade, January 2020

meetings from all Areas, getting to know

each other better. As a movement, we

are still struggling to find the magic

formula for membership growth, but we

keep trying and at some stage, we will

get there.

Over these last three years in

leadership at top levels, I have

appreciated the strong ties of working

together in the “troika”. This group of

three, a team comprising the elected

leader, the current leader and the past

leader, provided great opportunities for

wonderful support with productive

results. It is so simple that it works at all

levels if the leaders appointed are willing

to support each other for the benefit of

the movement. I know I could not

manage these top-level positions with

my own strength – I am very pleased

that we worked together as a team. I also

know that my family, faith and prayer

support of friends has helped me

through these interesting times. What a

joy it is to serve where we are called!!

DOWN MEMORY LANEDOWN MEMORY LANEDOWN MEMORY LANEDOWN MEMORY LANEDOWN MEMORY LANE
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IN SOLIDARITYIN SOLIDARITYIN SOLIDARITYIN SOLIDARITYIN SOLIDARITY

As the Pandemic Worsens in India,
YMI Extends a Helping Hand

Y’s Men International has launched an emergency appeal to

provide urgent relief in India through its Heal the

World programme.

Clubs in India are supporting hospitals and frontline

health centres with PPE kits, N95 masks, oximeters, bed

sheets, pillow covers and other essential goods. Other

activities include the supply of food and support of

vaccination activities.

hospitals and clinics. Some of the projects initiated include

the facilitation of vaccination camps, formation of working

groups and help desks, and the supply of PPE kits for health

workers.

Through a system of fund matching, the Area is encouraging

and supporting Districts to assess local needs and extend

necessary support to hospitals and frontline health centres

with PPE kits, N95 masks, bed sheets, pillow covers and other

essential goods.

The District 2 (SWIR) handed over COVID-19 care materials worth INR 80,000

to the Mayor of Trivandrum City Corporation under Y's Men International’s

“Heal the World" Project.

To support these crucial services, Y’s Men International

has initially released CHF 10,000 from the International

President’s Discretionary Fund. This was quickly boosted by

an additional CHF 10,000 contributed by Korea Area through

the Heal the World Fund to support District-level intervention

by the clubs.

Community health initiatives by clubs in India to serve

and care for the recent upsurge of COVID-19 patients in that

country are supporting overwhelmed health care personnel,

Clubs in Central India Region chipped in with groceries

for the hungry unemployed

Mid West India Region distributed PPE kits, gloves and hand sanitisers to frontline

medical workers. The picture shows APE Aurelian Figueredo of India Area handing

over the first lots of materials to the local member of the state legislative assembly.

An announcement from the Coimbatore club in South India Region

Y’s Men’s Club of Chemperi in West India Region runs a help desk for those

wishing to avail the services of an ambulance and medicines
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

India, An Area of Particular Concern for YMI and YMCA
Joint Efforts Launched to Beat the Pandemic Scare

YMI India Area and the National Council of YMCAs of

India have joined hands in the fight against COVID-19 at

the grassroots level through its over 1,000 clubs and local

units. As part of the global project promoted by YMI, ‘Heal

the World’, the two organisations embarked on a joint

mission, “India Fight Against COVID-19” which was

launched by YMCA’s India National President Justice J.B.

Koshy in an online meeting on 23 May 2021.

National General Secretary of YMCAs Mr. Bertram

Devadas and YMI India Area Secretary Dr. A.K. Srihari gave

brief reports of the activities that each of these organisations

undertook in the 2020 pandemic era ending in March 2021.

They also reiterated their commitment to carry out their

mission this year too with renewed fervour and alacrity and

outlined what is possible immediately and in the long term.

In his remarks about the Heal the World project,

incoming International President of YMI Dr. Kim Sang-chae

announced that clubs and Regions in South Korea have

decided to support India with an additional sum of USD

10,000 for this. Mr. Alan Otwell, the youngest grandson of

Judge Paul Alexander, the  guest of honour at the meeting,

recalled his memories and lauded the work of these two

movements in the world and in India, in particular.

under the leadership of current and incoming District

Governors to ensure that PPE kits, pulse oximeters, hand

sanitisers, N95 masks, face shields, bed sheets, pillows and

other essentials are distributed to those people and covid

care centres that need them.

The total expenditure incurred in the fight against

COVID-19 by all Regions in India Area was about INR

23.7 million (approx. USD 320,000) in the first phase

that ended in March 2021. For the current phase, IP Jacob

Kristensen has released a sum of INR 800,000 (approx.

USD 10,000) for immediate relief from his IP Discretionary

Fund.  Apart from this, Areas Asia Pacific, Europe, Korea

and Region Australia have also pledged their support and

India’s own contribution in this phase thus far spent

through clubs (as reported in April and May) amounts to

INR 5.7 million (approx. USD 77,000).

India Area is thankful to all club members for their

generous hearts and contributions.

Let Hope be a Catalyst for Continued Action

I am honoured to have been asked to speak to Y’s Men and YMCA members

today. You have done so much, and worked so hard,

for so long, to achieve your organisation’s goals and

improve conditions for the people of India. What you

have accomplished is truly, truly inspiring.

I can feel the Judge’s love and admiration for your

efforts here with us today. My childhood memories

include my grandfather reading to me every week. I

was aware that the Y’s Men and the YMCA were a big

part of his life.

It was not until the 2019 Paul William Alexander Legacy Tour in Toledo,

Ohio that I became actively involved in any Y’s Men activities. In the last year,

I humbly joined the Toledo Y’s Men’s Club. I hope that I can help this benevolent

organisation.

In my country we have been hearing reports of the COVID-19 epidemic

in India, but I realise that media reports cannot capture the true devastation you

are experiencing. My wife Sandy and I want to express our deepest heartfelt

sorrow for the tragic loss of life that has happened and is still happening. The

magnitude of suffering and loss is staggering, leaving no one unaffected. It

brings us to our knees.

Both the Y’s Men and YMCA organisations have been directly affected.

Some of your colleagues have been taken by this vicious disease. We weep

… it is heartbreaking. In the U.S. there was a dire situation last year, it slowly

got better so – we must, we will hope. With this hope, we will heal those around

us and ourselves. Let this hope be a catalyst for continued action. Step by step,

breath by breath, day by day.

Paul William Alexander’s vision of service to our fellow human beings will

endure and flourish through our perseverance and hard work. Each one of us

working together can make a difference. I fully support and applaud the

humanitarian initiatives undertaken by the Y’s Men and YMCA in India.

We must all send benevolent love and compassion to those who are

suffering whether through COVID-19 itself, loss of a loved one, or any other

hardship. Let those who are suffering feel our prayers and compassion and

continue to see our actions.

Alan Otwell, grandson of Judge Paul William Alexander,

founder of YMI, at the launch of the joint effort

Action Plan Revealed

YMI India Area Secretary in his presentation said that

India Area intends to join hands with YMCAs in India and

the Uni-Y clubs for partnership, support and co-operation.

“Together we shall leverage our strengths and work in tandem

with the Indian Medical Association (IMA), to offer free

vaccinations to 100,000 people in the first week of June

2021,” said Dr. Srihari. Local units and clubs are encouraged

to conduct such mass vaccination camps.

Immediate relief will be the focus of action in the second

phase in 2021. The 483 clubs grouped into 40 Districts of

YMI India Area are exhorted to carry out their action plans

DG Anitha Benny (West India Region) handing over gloves and

PPE kits to the member of the Kerala Legislature Assembly in

the presence of the officials of the local governing body
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Week4Waste - Ys Men’s Clubs Respond with Enthusiasm

NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

The Week4Waste was observed in the last week of April. Several clubs plunged to clean up their neighbourhoods and, as on 30 April,

we have information from 20 Y’s Men’s clubs / Districts that they have picked up around 8000 kilograms of trash to a make the earth

cleaner than what it was. Great job all.

Given on these pages are a handful of stories from various parts of the world. Let’s together build a better tomorrow and make this

world a better place to live!!

Hawaii, USA: Kalihi Y Serice Club members and their families joined together for the Week4Waste project at Nu’uanu Valley Park on 24 April. The park is used by hula

halau, dog trainers, and children as playground to play basketball. Park employees were busy cutting the vegetation in the garden and gifted a club member with a

heliconia cutting which he said he will grow it at home. – DG Melanie Mieko Kaaihue-Yoshida, Region Hawaii

Cameroon, Africa: During Week4Waste, children were also involved. Ten children that we are currently working with participated in the environmental clean up activities.

In the New Vision Bamenda club, vulnerable children and children with special abilities are a great priority. – CP Wirba Usmaila Tata, New Vision Bamenda club, Cameroon

Bolivia, Latin America: Sunday 18 April was a significant day for the Y Service Club of Cochabamba as its members participated in the activity promoted by the local

municipality to carry out cleaning tasks in a river that passes through the centre of the city and acts as a lung for the citizens, as part of the Week4Waste campaign – CP

Sergio López A., Y Service Club Cochabamba
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Chile, Latin America: The Y’s Men’s Club of Santiago observed the Week4Waste by emphasising and promoting the 5 Rs, namely Recycle, Reduce, Repurpose,

Recover, and Rethink.  We believe that recycling is necessary for a clean environment. - from the Week4Waste FB page

Kosovo, Europe: Dorina Lluka Davies, NGS of YMCA Kosovo writes: The YMCA in Kosovo actively participated in the Week4Waste. It’s great initiative and we

should keep implementing more activities like this. Thank you Ulrik Lauridsen for the idea and well done for the initiative. Way to go!

Denmark, Europe: Marselisborg, Aarhus, Kronjylland,  Sorø-Dianalund, Lundenæs and Kolding Y´s Men’s clubs, doing a good job for a cleaner city.

Sharjah, India Area: Members of the Sharjah club focused on gathering e-waste with a view to bring in a sense of awareness of the dangers of not disposing them in

a proper manner. Several cartons of electronic items that included digital thermometers to computers were collected.
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Hong Kong, Asia Pacific: Hong Kong District cleaned up the ocean shores and went riding on dragon boats on 25 April in Sam Mun Tsai, Taipo. The activity was in

collaboration with Wan Tau Tong and JAMDB dragon boat clubs and co-organised with some environmental organisations including OISCA International (Hong Kong).

Around 60 Y's Men and dragon boat players participated in this event and collected a total of 1428 kg of garbage which include fishing nets, furniture, etc.

Nepal, Asia Pacific: Before the second lockdown in Nepal in April, Y Service Club of Lumbini, Nepal, Y’s Youth Club of Samanta School, and Y’s Youth Club of

Lumbini, Hong Kong District and Serve People Nepal jointly took part in the Week4Waste activity by cleaning the school premises and nearby roads in Kawasoti City.

The Y Service Club of Lumbini donated the buckets and cleaning tools to Samanta school. – CP Deepak Bhandari, Y Service Club of Lumbini

Hawaii, USA: Atherton Y Service Club members helped collect old electronics (printers, computers, etc.) at Mililani YMCA as their Week4Waste project. Electronics contain plastic

that will not degrade, chemicals that can be toxic to the environment, and metals that can be recycled which may conserve natural resources by lessening the need for mining. All

electronics collected were sent to be recycled or properly disposed of. - DG Melanie Mieko Kaaihue-Yoshida, Region Hawaii

Norway, Europe: Mandal Y’s Men’s Club collected 750 kilos of organic sea weed and 20 kilos of plastic at Ulvsvika

park as part of the Week4Waste campaign.
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Malaysia, Asia Pacific: The Y’s Men’s Club of Silver State collected 346 kg of used items such as copper wire, iron and steel, magazines, old books, newspapers, electrical

goods, plastic bottles, soft drink cans as part of the W4W campaign. They sold them to recycling units to raise funds for Yi Shan Children Welfare Centre to benefit children from

poor or single parent families. – RD Joan Wong, Southeast Asia Region

Japan, Asia Pacific: Shiga Gamohno club in Japan West Region organised Week4Waste service in the year of its 30th anniversary. They picked up garbage at

Hachimanbori moat, a famous tourist spot for film locations, and cleaned the Memorial Hall of W.M. Vories, who was a key figure in establishing the YMCA in Shiga

prefecture. Wearing the yellow waistcoats of YMI, 10 club members collected 121 kg of garbage. They were glad to be able to help in preserving the water quality of

Lake Biwa and carried out an SDGs work on which they focus. - CP Shizue Mihara, Shiga Gamohno club

Nigeria, Africa: Kaduna Y’s Men’s Club celebrated their RD’s birthday with a clean-up of the neighbourhood as part of Week4Waste project.

USA: As a part of the Week4Waste campaign, members of the Carondelet Y Service

Club in St. Louis helped clean the surroundings of the YMCA.

Estonia, Europe: A small group of Pärnu club members walked on the paths of

family Päts in the Pärnu Raeküla district cleaning the streets, lawns and bus stops of

the district as part of the Week4Waste project.
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Big and Small Acts of Kindness

NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

The Mandeville Y Service Club

(Jamaica, Caribbean Region) donated

some goodies to a bedridden couple in

Spanish Town. The couple who are in

their 80’s live in a 10x30 wooden home

located behind old, rusted, zinc sheets

that form the fence. They live within

what is often described as a “tenement

yard” in a space that is shared with

three other adults. Several houses are

on the premises. However, only one

person can walk between the buildings

at a time - the space is that small.

Caribbean: Compassion Unlimited

There is no running water, plumbing

nor indoor facilities for ablutions.

Some of the goodies that we shared

included 3 cases of bottled water, 5

packs of adult diapers, food, and a brand

new 4-burner gas stove.

Our hope is that the family, whom

we were told had brought up and cared

for so many children that were not their

own, will be blessed by our gifts and be

a little bit more comfortable.

Source: FB page of Mandeville

Y Service Club

India: Feeding the Needy and Homeless

Lemvig Y’s Menettes and Y’s Men collected a load of pre-loved furniture and other

items that were soon on the way to their friendship clubs in Livani and Cesis in

Latvia.

A Load of Gifts from Denmark to Latvia

As the spring season approached in cold St. Petersburg region, a lot of people

woke afresh and enthusiastically collected 20 packages of clothes and other

necessary items to be gifted to the homeless, which were delivered to the shelter

in early May.

Gifts for the Homeless in Russia

Good Deeds Day is celebrated in Russia on 15 March each year and the

practice started in 2007.  This year Y’s Men from the Barents District (Russia

Region) collected and delivered essential items to an old people’s home, a

nursery, a dog shelter and a school for children with special needs. No matter that

it didn’t all happen in one day, but it brought warmth and love to those who

received it. – PRD Marina Makarova, Russia

Good Deeds Day

Y’s Men’s Club of Bangalore Pioneers distributed food packets to 205 poor and

needy persons in and around Kidwai Institute of Oncology, NIMHANS Hospital

and Victoria Hospital areas. They were received with great appreciation in this

pandemic era.

Ever since the lockdown was first declared in 2020, the Y’s Men’s Club of

Coonoor in South India Region has been distributing food packets to the hungry and

homeless on every Sunday in the premises of the St. Antony’s Church.

YMCA of Chiangmai and Y's Men's Club of Chiangmai's representatives

donated 40 PPE kits, food, and drinking water to the field hospital at the Chiangmai

Exhibition and Convention Centre for use  and distribution to those who are

COVID-19 infected.

Thailand: Joint Action
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The Nashwaaksis Y Service Club has

provided volunteer support to

Fredericton North and the local

community for over 60 years. With 85

members, the Nashwaaksis Y Service

Club stands as the largest club in Canada

and the YMCA of Fredericton is

fortunate to be on the receiving end of

their volunteer efforts! We are excited

to announce that the Nashwaaksis Y

Service Club is the Platinum Sponsor

for the 2021 SPIN for YMCA Strong

Communities Event in October!

Canada: Nashwaaksis Y Service Club Lends Volunteer Support

community breakfast. This was a fun

opportunity to bring members of the

community together over coffee, eggs and

pancakes with the club cooking and

always making sure that things were

running smoothly.

The club also runs the canteen at

‘Willie O’Ree’ and funds raised from

the sale of snacks and beverages were used

to support the YMCA’s Strong

Community Campaign and other

programmes to support youth in sports

and music at the elementary, middle and

high school levels. In return, a number

of youth groups and sports teams

volunteer with the club to provide

support to all fundraising endeavours.

We are all hopeful that we will return to

these community activities, in full

capacity, in the near future.

Along with the community breakfasts

and the canteen, the club continues to

provide advertising on the arena boards

at ‘Willie O’Ree’ and sell Christmas

trees in the Main Street Home Hardware

parking lot in the month of December.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,

the club was known for their monthly

community breakfasts in support of local

charities and sports programmes. Each

February YMCA Strong Communities

would kick off the campaign with a

In November of 2019, the club was

the proud recipient of the YMCA Peace

Medallion. The YMCA of Fredericton

and the larger community are thankful

for all of the hard work and dedication

of the Nashwaaksis Y Service Club.
Source: Facebook post of YMCA of Fredericton

A scene from the foyer in

the Fredericton YMCA

Nashwaaksis Y Service Club members

For all to see what the club does

USA: “Sister Act Reloaded (The Purse Project)”
Members of the Y Service Club of New

York - Westchester fulfilled another great

charity project named “Sister Act

Reloaded (The Purse project)” recently.

They collected 200 handbags/purses with

essentials (worth USD 6,000) from among

members and well-wishers and donated

them to a women’s shelter in the Bronx,

New York.

This is the second project successfully

carried out by our Y’s Menettes in less

than two months, thanks to the leadership

of President Liza, Secretary Jessy Anto

Kannaden and Treasurer Juby Palackal,

who had the whole-hearted cooperation

of all to achieve this remarkable act of

kindness and charity.

Shaji Zacharia, New York - Westchester

Members of the Y Service Club of New York - Westchester with the handbags and purses they collected to be donated

NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS
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space, other than space taken up by

tables, etc. This was calculated by us to

be 160 customers, plus about 15

volunteers.

It was a ticketed event. Customers

were required to register online for their

From various points of view, the Easter

Book Fair was considered a success. We

grossed about 20% less than last Easter

and given the restricted numbers, this

was considered a good outcome.

There were both daily & hourly

limits on people attending. The daily

limit was 1,000, which initially we were

told included volunteers, but the night

before we started, we were told the

1,000 did not include volunteers. The

hourly limit resulted from the floor
free ticket for a particular hour, which

they were to produce at the entry. The

customers were still required to register

using the QR code or to supply name

and contact details.

Two City of Greater Bendigo staff

were on duty at the entrance all Easter.

The city staff did a great job dealing with

the crowds and the registration process.

They took responsibility for the

registration and that meant our

volunteers were more available for other

things than expected.

It was odd having to ask everyone

to leave at the end of every hour, but

fortunately, with smaller crowds, the

city staff allowed more to come in

without having to chase customers out

from late Saturday afternoon onwards.

Australia: Easter Book Fair Under New Norms
The table arrangement was different,

mainly in lieu of a single line of tables

end-to-end, there were two lines of

tables end-to-end, such that the distance

between customers from one side to

the other was doubled to over 1.5m.

It was surprising how positively the

customers reacted, especially with

comments on Facebook. They liked the

fact that the crowds were limited, that

there was more ‘space’.

Ways of limiting numbers on the

first morning could be worth

considering. One possibility is to charge

say $10 to enter at 9 am on first day

and $5 to enter at 10 on first day, then

be free for rest of Book Fair. This would

also generate a bit more revenue.
Colin Lambie , Bendigo

Getting ready for the sale

A vast array of books waiting for patrons

Over a hundred and fifty skeptics of the vaccine to halt

the spread of COVID-19 were persuaded to receive their

jabs by the members of Y Service Club of Chennai

Karapakkam and Y’s Men’s Club of Chennai KCG

College. The vaccinations were administered by

professionals at the special camp organised by these clubs

on 19 March, just a few days before the second wave

started spreading havoc in the country. Men and women,

including unskilled and semi-skilled workers living near

KCG College situated on the outskirts of the city, and a

few club members received their jabs.
Madan Chandrasekaran, Chennai

India:  A Jab in Time Saves Anxiety for Many

Scenes from the camp location
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A few months ago I stood among the

foundations of the houses and the mass

graves of the people that once

constituted the village of My Lai in

Central Viet Nam.  It is now a peaceful

garden devoted to the memory of the

504 innocent villagers massacred there

during four hours on the morning of

March 16, 1968.  An American unit of

soldiers from Charlie Company walked

into My Lai on that fateful day and

began executing men, women, children

and babies.  Reports from soldiers

involved in this atrocity provide

evidence that Charlie Company received

no return enemy fire during their time

in the area. 

 Each grave contains the names and

ages of those it holds.  One grave holds

eight people; the oldest is in her eighties

and the youngest is only two years of

age.  As I walked slowly through the

memorial garden, reading the names on

the tombstones and trying to imagine

how the laughter of the children that

once echoed among the trees must have

turned so suddenly to terrified screams

as the gunshots rang out that morning,

a light rain began to fall, like tears from

heaven.  The drops of falling water

created growing circles of sadness in the

water of the ditch where more than one

hundred villagers had been herded and

killed with assault rifles and light

machineguns, their pleas for

compassion unheard.

 A young Vietnamese woman,

whose relatives had died on that fateful

day, shared some of her story with me. 

Even though she was not born when

her village of My Lai became a graveyard,

the pain of what happened to her family

and her village is clearly etched into her

eyes and her heart.  Her tears

occasionally joined with the raindrops

as we stopped in front of the

foundation of a particular house, or read

the names of those buried in one of

the graves.  It still hurts her deeply.  Yet,

she showed no animosity toward me

or toward America as she accompanied

me along our pilgrimage through this

sad history.  When I told her that in

1971 I had lived only about ten miles

from My Lai, she immediately asked

what I had been doing.  I explained that

I worked with the church and had been

opposed to the war.  She looked at me

and said, “You are lucky.  Your mind is

at peace.”  It was an expression of

forgiveness on her part, but it did not

feel complete to me.  The other side

has yet to seek forgiveness or make

serious efforts to right what has been

done to this village and the people who

once lived here  So the process of

repentance and forgiveness cannot yet

be completed, for forgiveness without

repentance is like a precious gift left

unaccepted and unopened.

Leaving the quietness of the My Lai

memorial, I wondered what it would

mean to the world if all of us would

start making pilgrimages to places like

My Lai in order to share tears and

repentance with those who have suffered

so much.  Perhaps a time of healing and

reconciliation would begin to blossom

and the world would become a better

place.  It’s time for us to begin making

pilgrimages to all those places and to all

those people where we have directly or

indirectly caused suffering so that the

healing our societies and our world so

badly needs can begin.

MANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FOR

THE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOUL

*Max Ediger directs the School of Peace from Cambodia.

He has been a blogger for long and this piece is one of the older blogs taken from http://calebandshalev.

wordpress.com/

Pilgrimages of Repentance

invites
Club leaders to send

stories of

activities undertaken with

one or

more high-resolution

pictures and appropriate

captions. Write-ups must

not exceed 150 words.

Readers are also

requested to send their

views and notes on matters

of concern for the

movement, globally.

Submit your stories and

pictures at:

 www.ysmen.org/ymiworld

Last date for submission

for next issue:

31 August 2021

Memorial to Mai Lai victims of massacre
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International Presidents 1962 - 1974

YMI’s 37th International President was E. Jason McCoy,

Jr. from Canton, Ohio, USA. He was the son of the fifth

International President, Edgar J. McCoy. Jason served

from 1962 to 1963. He lived from 1923 to 2017.

37. E. Jason McCoy, Jr. (1923 – 2017)

IP from 1962 to 1963

Home Club: Canton, Ohio, USA

Garnet W. McKenzie, called “Pat” by his friends and fellow

Y’s Men, worked as a teacher. He was our 38th

International President. Garnet hailed from Acton,

Ontario, Canada.

38. Garnet W. McKenzie (1912 – 1983)

IP from 1963 to 1964

Home Club: Acton, Ontario, Canada

Myron A. Sturm from Elmhurst, Illinois, USA who served

from 1964 to 1965 was our 39th IP. He worked as a salesman

for a manufacturing company and spent a large amount of

time volunteering for the YMCA as well as his local club.

39. Myron A. Sturm (1906 – 1994)

IP from 1964 to 1965

Home Club: Elmhurst, Illinois, USA

Our 40th International President was Roy E. Naylor from

Santa Monica, California, USA. Roy was born in

Saskatchewan, Canada in 1916 but moved to Santa

Monica in 1928. He lived from 1916 to 2001.

40. Roy E. Naylor  (1916 – 2001)

IP from from  1965 to 1966

Home Club: Santa Monica, California,

USA

Dr. Laurence C. Wright, a dentist from Buffalo, New York,

USA, served as IP from 1966 to 1967. During his time in

office, he assisted with the groundbreaking for the Y’s

Men office in Oak Brook, Illinois, USA.

41. Dr. Laurence C. Wright (1927–2011)

IP from 1966 to 1967

Home Club: Buffalo, New York, USA

Our 42nd International President was Urban Johnson

from Oregon (Janesville) Wisconsin, USA. He served from

1967 to 1968. Urban worked for the Wisconsin Power

and Light Company. He lived from 1925 until 1986.

42. Urban Johnson (1925 – 1986)

IP from 1967 to 1968

Home Club: Oregon (Janesville)

Wisconsin, USA
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International Presidents 1962 - 1974

Charles Linkletter from Summerside, Prince Edward Island,

Canada served as IP from 1968 to 1969. He owned the

Linkletter Motel and the Linkletter Travel Agency and lived

from 1921 to 1998.

Our 44th International President was Harold Westerberg from

Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. He served from 1969 to 1970.

Like our Founder, Harold worked in the Juvenile Courts. He

also helped to set up the YMI Archives and organise it in his

hometown of Minneapolis where it still remains.

John P. Price from Indianapolis, Indiana, USA served as IP

from 1970 to 1971. He served as a probate lawyer in many

high profile cases. As International President, he initiated the

process for admitting women into our movement.

Sherman Harmon from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

served from 1973-1974. This was also the year that women

were allowed to become members of YMI. He became

the first African American elected to the position.

Reverend Heinz Grabia was living in Davenport, Iowa, USA

at the time of his election as IP. Born in Germany in 1920,

Heinz and his family moved to Canada where he served during

the War. During his term in office, the Time of Fast programme

was promoted as an international programme.

Poul H. Jorgensen from Frederica, Denmark served as IP

from1971 to 1972 in the midst of the reorganisation of the

structure of the International Council. Poul was the first IP

elected from outside of North America.

43. Charles Linkletter (1921 – 1998)

IP from 1968 to 1969

Home Club: Summerside, Prince

Edward Island, Canada

44. Harold Westerberg

IP from 1969 to 1970

Home Club: Minneapolis,

Minnesota, USA

45. John P. Price (1929 – 2016)

IP from 1970 to 1971

Home Club: Indianapolis,

Indiana, USA

48. Sherman Harmon (1917 – 1994)

IP from 1973 to 1974

Home Club: Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, USA

47. Reverend Heinz Grabia  (1920 –)

IP from 1972 to 1973

Home Club: Davenport, Iowa, USA

46. Poul H. Jorgensen

IP from from  1971 to 1972

Home Club: Frederica, Denmark
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